Studies on intake of heavy metals by Bradybaena similaris, land snails, by XAFS measurement.
We have applied XAFS in order to determine both the chemical form and the place where heavy metals are stored in cultivated land snails. From Cu and Zn XANES spectra, the shells showed similar patterns as those of soft tissues and not like carbonates. This indicates that heavy metals are not completely taken into carbonate structures but are present within organic components in the shells. In addition, Cu XANES spectra of the samples showed low absorption edge-energy in the order of hepatopancreas, mantle, body, and shell. By comparing samples with standard reagents, each of which has only S- or O-ligand, it was found that the metals in hepatopancreas exist mostly as S-bound chemical components. To quantify the relative abundance of S-bound chemical component, partial least-squares (PLS) regression was applied. The PLS result indicated that for Cu, S-bound compound was higher in the order of hepatopancreas > mantle > body >shell.